
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 
Bucks, Oxon and Berkshire Cat Club 17th September 2011 

 

Many thanks to Barbara and the committee for inviting me.  I had some absolutely beautiful cats and 

kittens as well as an excellent steward in Fiona Hermon.  I would never have guessed it was your first 

time in the Foreign Section!  Well done. 

 

Cornish Rex Kitten 

 

1ST & BOB LUXFORD-WATTS’ DU-BU RIO (33 31sw) M 17.4.11  Lovely size and weight.  Friendly 

and happy to be handled.  Large, wide based ears set rather high on the head.  Medium wedge with 

high cheekbones.  Oval eyes with top line fairly straight.  Flat skull, curving gently at the brow to an 

almost straight nose.  Level bite and very good chin.  Fairly rounded muzzle.  Broken eyebrows and 

whiskers.  Lovely short, soft and dense coat which is well waved all over.  Signs of rippling coming.  

Really long fine tapered tail which is waved to the tip.  Long straight limbs and oval paws.  Attractive 

mainly white coat with black “splodges” 

 

2ND  LUXFORD-WATTS’ DU-BU CHARLEMAGNE (3331fsw) M 17.4.11   Litter brother and 

quite similar overall.  Slightly longer wedge.  Large ears set rather high.  Slight whisker pinch at the 

moment.  Level bite although chin falls away a little.  Large eyes tending to look a little round but he 

is not quite so confident as his brother.  Flat skull which rounds gently at the brow to his nose which 

is slightly more uneven than the winner.  Short, soft coat with quite good waving.  Long fine tapered 

tail which is well covered.  Long straight limbs and oval paws.  Slightly nervous out of his pen but 

handled OK. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten Male 

 

1ST  CURTIS’ ROGUS RHASTAKHAN (33a 36) M 1.4.11  Black Smoke Devon kitten of 

lovely size and weight.  Solid, muscular body.  Large, fairly well set ears with some width between,  

very wide based with tufts and some muffs.  Flat skull with rounded brow to a short nose and quite 

good stop.  Level bite, although double incisors at the moment.  Slender neck.  Fairly large oval 

shaped eyes slanting to outer edge of ears.  Short, broad wedge head.  Coat is very short at the 

moment although totally covered with some slight harshness of guard hairs on his lower back and 

top of tail at the moment.  Waving is developing on his legs and tail but mostly his coat is too short 

to wave.  Well covered all over.  Long tapered tail.  Tummy down.    Curly whiskers and eyebrows 

2ND  STOKES’ AMOUREX SILVER LINING (33a 30ns) M 25.3.11A kitten of good size and 

weight.  Long legs and oval paws.  Quite large ears but needs more width between them although 

they are wide based.  Fairly short wedge of fair width.  Broken eyebrows and whiskers.  Flat skull.  

Short nose, fair stop.  Level bite and quite good chin.  Slender neck.  Long tapered tail.  Well covered 

all over and well waved.  Some guard hairs present on lower back and tail.  Long ears tufts and some 

muffs.  Short, soft and rippled waves. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten Female 

 



1ST & BOB MAPES’ ROGUS APRIL LOVE (33a36) F 1.4.11  A lovely Devon look to this girl.  Large, 

very wide based ears.  Has tufts and muffs.  Short broad wedge head.  Flat skull and really short little 

nose with a very good stop.  High cheekbones.  Level bite and fair chin.  Ears need more width 

between as she develops.  A very cute expression.  Long tapered tail well covered with just a hint of 

guard hairs – and a curl at the tip.  Very short coat, lovely velvety paws and waving developing well.  

Lovely Devon eye shape and set, wide apart.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Handled well. 

 

Russian Blue Neuter Male 

 

For BOB only 

 

TRODD’S PR. LARKSONG SASHENKA (16a) MN 4.4.09  A big Russian boy although he was not too 

happy out of his pen.  Level bite and good chin.   Mid blue coat colour with a very good silvery sheen 

overall.  Long body and limbs.  Slightly longer wedge and could do with a little more muzzle width.  

Fairly prominent whisker pads.  Nose a little straight.  Good green eye colour.  Flat skull.  Ears could 

be larger for balance and a tad wide between. 

 

Russian Blue Neuter Female 

 

For BOB only 

 

TRODD’S GR. PR. LARKSONG ANGELINA (16a) FN 27.1.08  Handled well.  A very good sized girl of 

good weight.  Short broad wedge and super whisker pads.  Level bite and fair chin.  Slightly deep set 

eyes of good green.  Vertically set ears.  Coat a fraction long.  Mid blue and fairly sound.  Shows 

better out of her pen.  

 

BOB TRODD’S PR. LARKSONG TRODDSKI SOPHIA (16a) FN 8.6.10  Lovely Russian expression.  

Very good thick, dense coat of mid blue and showing a silvery sheen.  Excellent size and weight.  

Elegant body and limbs.  Quite large very well set ears.  Shortish wedge and excellent whisker pads.  

Level bite and good chin.  Fairly short nose which has a slight slope.  Slightly deep set green eyes.  

 

AC Silver Abyssinian Neuter 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB LEAR’S PR. CRYSTALPAWS GOLDEN SPIRIT (23as) MN 3.11.09  Lovely sized boy who handled 

well.  Slightly soft coat but short and close lying.  Very well chocolate ticked coat with a silver base 

colour.  Barely perceptible trace of a broken necklet.  Facial pigmentation lines.  Beautiful bright 

green eyes of good shape and set.  Slight nose break.  Level bite and good chin.  Shows some colour 

to his hocks.  Chocolate tail tip.  Overall has a good “peachy” colour.  Quite large well set ears.  

Whisker break. 

 

Ocicat Neuter 

 

For BOB only 



 

BOB SPENCER-FLEET’S PR. THICKTHORN DARCHIN (73k) MN 18.4.10  A large chatty boy.  Good 

head and square look to his muzzle.  Moderately large ears with good tufts.  Amber eye colour of 

good shape and set.  Short close lying coat of good texture.  Long tapered tail well ringed.  Cinnamon 

tail tip.  Distinct spotting on an agouti ground colour.  Double broken and unbroken.  Handled well. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AV Foreign Breeders Adult Male 

 

1ST SMITH’S TONLEE MAGIC MOMENTS (76b 20) F 9.2.09  Bengal male with a lovely sort, soft 

and dense coat.  Super clear marbled pattern particularly on his legs is very distinct.  Good overall 

head type.  Short broad head.  Showing some whisker pads.  Blue eyes.  Tapered tail thick at the 

base.  Level bite although teeth a little uneven.   

 

2ND LUXFORD-WATTS’ DU-BU PEREGRINE (33 30d) M 17.6.10  Cornish Rex male who was a little 

nervous out of his pen.  A big boy who is elegant, long straight legs and long toes.  Very long slender 

tapered tail.  Really well covered all over with dense waves some of which are rippled.  Moderate 

wedge head, - slightly narrow.  Large wide based ears set rather high on he head.  Straight top line of 

eyes.   

 

3RD HENDERSON’S ZAWADI ABU (76 30) M 8.8.10 

 

AV Foreign Breeders Adult Female 

 

1st Macey’s Gr. Ch. Fecheldee Daisiemay (74p) F 1.12.06  Caramel Tortie Tonkinese female of 

good moderate type.  Moderately large well set ears.  Whisker pinch  Lovely greeny blue eyes.  

Lovely colour to short, close lying coat.  Slightly darker colour to points.  Long tapered tail. 

 

2nd CHERKAS’ GR. CH. JUSARKA PUSSYWILLOW (34) F 18.8.02 Nice solid Korat female of good 

type.  Heart shape to head.  Short nose with slight break although not much downward curve at the 

tip.  Large, flat forehead.  Level bite, chin could be stronger.  Fairly large eyes of light green with a 

slight amber cast in the hall light.  Well developed muzzle.  Handled well. 

 

3RD NOBLE’S LARKSONG GHOST DANCER (16a) F 8.6.10 

 

AV Foreign Limit Kitten 

 

1ST CURTIS’ CURTILLA GREY MIRAGE (16a) M 6.6.11  A lovely young Russian boy with a great 

Russian expression.  Good plump whisker pads.  Level bite.  Super large well set ears.  Short wedge.  

Almond eyes turning green.  Lighter blue coat which is sound and of good density – short and plushy.  

He does have a lovely expression.  My choice for Best of Variety Foreign kitten. 

 

2ND HENDERSON’S ZAWADI LOLITABELLE (76 30) F 5.3.11  Another lovely kitten, a Bengal female 

who handled well.  Super coat pattern and of rich undercoat colour.  Underparts of body a paler 



shade.  Dark brown rosetted spots.  Dense and plus and soft coat.  Very long slightly fine tail.  Good 

head shape.  Well set smallish ears.  Good Bengal expression. 

 

3RD MURTON’S THIZALOWE CHIQUITITA (78 30s) F 20.2.11 

 

AV Foreign Junior Neuter 

 

1st TRODD’S PR. LARKSONG TRODDSKI SOPHIA (16a) FN 8.6.10 

 

2nd SPENCER-FLEET’S PR. THICKTHORN DARCHIN (73k) MN 18.4.10 

 

3rd COULTHURST’S PR. ESSYLT MAYDAY MARVEL (76 30) MN 1.5.10 

 

My BOV Adult was Ms. Bulls’ Gr. Ch Adcinsh Solitaires Wish (76b 30), Kitten, Mrs. L. Curtis’ Curtilla 

Grey Mirage 16a) and Neuter Ms. McCarten’s Pr Agapimou Black Leondros (72) 

 

 

 


